Return this form with a valid form of I.D.
Valid Forms of I.D.: State issued I.D., Passport, or School I.D. with photo and birth date.
If you do not have a valid form of I.D. you will need a Guardian Signature.

ARTLAB+ Registration Form
ARTLAB+ is an innovative, 21st century teen learning space located in the Sculpture Garden of the
Hirshhorn Museum in Washington, D.C. ARTLAB+ connects teens, artists, technology, artworks, and
mentors in one digital studio designed to inspire creative thinking and collaboration. Youth aged 13 – 19
that participate in ARTLAB+ programming are allowed access to laptop and desktop computers, green
screen technology, a sound studio, and a wide range of media creation tools and software.
ARTLAB+ Registration Forms must be returned in-person. We will not accept registration forms via
email. Any further questions about ARTLAB+ programming, please contact hmsgartlab@si.edu.
Last Name
Preferred Pronouns

First Name
He

She

They

Other__________

Age_______
Birthday (M/D/Y) ____________

Home Address_________________________________________________________________________
Cell Phone____________________________

Home Phone________________________________

Email________________________________

Facebook Name______________________________

Emergency Contact (If different from guardian)

Phone

School Name __________________________________________________ State__________________
Grade Level_______________________

Allergies__________________________________________

Signature _________________________________________ Date_____________________________
(Signature needed by those over 18 OR those who have had their age verified by an ARTLAB+ staff.)
---------------------------------------------------------OR-----------------------------------------------------------------To parents/guardians, because teens will have access to online resources, we recommend discussion
about online activities with them. This could include a reminder that teens should not save personally
identifiable information such as full name, home address, Social Security number, telephone number, email address, plus photographs, videos, audio, and other files that they do not want everyone to have
access to on ARTLAB+ equipment/computers. Lastly, Smithsonian computers are monitored; users have
no expectation of privacy.
Guardian Name _______________________________________________________________________
Guardian Phone Number_____________________Guardian Email_______________________________
Guardian Signature_________________________________________ Date_______________________

Parent/ Guardian Acknowledgement, Release, and Permission
By signing below, you agree to this acknowledgement, release, and grant of permission as the parent or
guardian of
, a minor whose birthday is on ______________, ____, _____ _. The
Smithsonian is pleased to have your child or ward’s (referred to below as “your child” in either instance)
participation in the Smithsonian Hirshhorn Museum ARTLAB+ program on the terms and conditions below,
and in consideration of your child’s participation, you agree to these terms and conditions.
Under Smithsonian supervision, ARTLAB+ participants work together to create audio/visual workproducts.
You and your child will own his or her contributions, including the actual work he or she creates (but not any
Smithsonian owned equipment which he or she uses to create the work) and any copyright in the
workproduct he or she creates. You agree that the Smithsonian may display, archive, use, and/ or reproduce
the workproduct (whether the entire workproduct or a portion of the workproduct) that your child may
create or contribute to as a participant in ARTLAB+ for any educational, promotional, archival, or any other
standard museum purpose, at no charge to the Smithsonian, and without any time limitations. Additionally,
you agree that the Smithsonian may in turn grant the same rights to display, archive, use, and/or reproduce
your child’s workproduct to any third parties Smithsonian deems necessary including other museums with
which the Smithsonian may collaborate, websites where your child’s work may be displayed, or publications,
and you agree that the Smithsonian requires no additional permissions from you to do so.
Your child may be photographed, videotaped, audiotaped or otherwise have his or her likeness and/or voice
documented while participating in ARTLAB+. You agree that the Smithsonian may use any such images or
recordings for any educational, promotional, archival, or any other standard museum or non-profit purpose in
any media whatsoever, for an unlimited time, at no charge to the Smithsonian. Additionally, you agree that
the Smithsonian may in turn grant the same right to use your child’s images and/or recordings to third parties
that Smithsonian deems appropriate in conjunction with the Smithsonian’s activities related to ARTLAB+.
You acknowledge, however, that the Smithsonian is not required to use your child’s workproduct, images, or
recordings, or to make them available to third parties.
If a medical emergency arises, the Smithsonian will attempt to contact you or the person designated below.
However, if the Smithsonian is unable to contact you immediately, you authorize the Smithsonian or its
employees or agents to request and authorize, at your expense, emergency medical treatment for your child.

Terms and Conditions Agreed to by:
Signature of Parent or Guardian:
Print Name:
Address:
Phone:
Print name of alternative person to contact in case of emergency:

